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The dark-state recovery
mechanism of blue
light-using flavin proteins
Blue light-using flavin (BLUF) proteins are light-sensors that regulate responsive
movement, gene expression and enzyme activity in diverse organisms. Their signaling times range from seconds to minutes, indicating a uniquely flexible dark-state
recovery mechanism. Unlike other light-sensors, the flavin chromophore is noncovalently bonded to the protein. Hence, the switching occurs via a change in the
protein-flavin hydrogen-bond network, involving conserved residues transferring protons, tautomerizing, rotating, and approaching or leaving the chromophore pocket;
triggering secondary structure displacements. The specific deactivation steps and
residue roles have remained controversial. The detailed process is diﬀicult to probe
experimentally, and although simulations can track it, the computational effort is
daunting. We combine forefront techniques to simulate, for the first time, explicit
dynamics of the deactivation. A hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics
scheme focuses the computational resolution in the flavin’s vicinity, while our pathbased methods sample the mechanism of dark-state recovery with high eﬀiciency.
Our protocol delivers free-energy profiles for the deactivation of two BLUF proteins,
BlrB and AppA; corroborating a proposed mechanism based on the rotation and
tautomerization of a conserved Gln. We find that the conformation of a Trp and a
Met near the flavin is crucial to modulate the rate-determining barrier, which differs
significantly between the BlrB and AppA proteins. Our work evidences how specific
variations of the deactivation mechanism control vast differences in signaling times.
The work has been performed under the Project HPC-EUROPA3 (INFRAIA-2016-1-730897), with
the support of the EC Research Innovation Action under the H2020 Programme; in particular, the
author gratefully acknowledges the support of Prof. Carme Rovira (Departament de Química Inorgànica i Orgànica & Institut de Química Teórica i Computacional, Universitat de Barcelona) and
the computer resources and technical support provided by the Barcelona Supercomputing Center.
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8.1. Introduction
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The importance of being able to respond to external stimuli has driven the evolution
of light-sensing systems in all kingdoms of life. Different kinds of photoreceptor proteins have been discovered across species; each binding a particular chromophore,
i.e. a molecule that absorbs photons of a specific wavelength [1]. The photoreceptor
protein converts the energy absorbed by the chromophore into a signal, which is
propagated via chemical and conformational changes; ultimately triggering a biological response. Blue light-using flavin (BLUF) photoreceptors, discovered in 2002
[2–4], have a flavin-based chromophore—flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD)—and
are found in many bacteria and in some algae. Among other functions, BLUF proteins regulate phototaxis, as well as photosynthetic gene expression [5]. Unlike the
chromophores of other photoreceptors, such as rhodopsin, which undergo cis-trans
isomerization upon illumination [1], the flavin does not present significant conformational changes under blue-light. In contrast, BLUF activation is characterized
by a change in the hydrogen-bond network between the FAD and a few conserved
protein residues, which is caused by photo-induced proton-coupled electron transfers (PCETs). This hydrogen-bond rearrangement is completed within < 1 ns after
photoactivation, and followed by a conformational change that propagates the signal
to the outside of the protein in 𝜇s to ms [5, 6]. The signaling time, which is determined by the rate of the thermal return to the dark state, can vary from a couple
of seconds to several minutes across different BLUF domains, e.g. ∼ 2 s in BlrB [7],
∼ 26 s in PixD and ∼ 25 min in AppA [8, 9]. Several signaling mechanisms have
been proposed, however the control of these signaling times in the different members of the BLUF family has remained thus far unclear. A deeper understanding
about the mechanistic origin of the widely-varying recovery times of BLUF proteins
could enable a precise control of their photoactivation in optogenetic tools [10] and
biosensors [11].
Determination of the different light- and dark-state hydrogen-bonding patterns
in BLUF proteins has demanded arduous experimental and computational efforts.
Early spectroscopic analyses indicated stronger hydrogen-bonding to the C4 O
carbonyl of the FAD in the signaling state [12]. X-ray crystallography identified
Tyr, Gln and Asn as the conserved residues interacting with the C4 O carbonyl of
the FAD. Mutagenesis studies [13, 14] showed that only Tyr and Gln are essential
to form the signaling state; confirming the key hydrogen-bond network FAD-GlnTyr. However, the exact light- and dark-state hydrogen-bonding motifs remained
elusive and debated for more than a decade, with models proposing the conserved
Gln undergoing either a rotation [15], an amide-imide tautomerization [16], or both
[17–19] to explain the stronger C4 O hydrogen-bonding upon activation [5]. Very
recent efforts combining Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and quantum chemical calculations revealed that the activation is given by both rotation and
tautomerization of the conserved Gln [20, 21] In Fig. 8.1 we show the structures
assigned to the light and dark states. In the light state, the Gln is in the ZZ-imide
form, with its O-H group hydrogen-bonded to the C4 O carbonyl of the FAD. In
the dark state, the Gln is rotated ∼180° with respect to the light state and in the
amide form, with its oxygen hydrogen-bonded to the Tyr. In both states, the nitro-
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Figure 8.1: Light- and dark-state structures of the Tyr-Gln-FAD hydrogen-bond network in BLUF
proteins. The thermal return to the dark state is achieved via Gln rotation and tautomerization
from ZZ-imide to amide form.

gen of the Gln forms a hydrogen-bond to the N5 of the FAD. Further computational
studies have validated the stability of these hydrogen-bond networks [22], as well as
demonstrated the feasibility of the PCETs that facilitate the Gln tautomerization
upon excitation [23–27].
After the hydrogen-bond rearrangement within the active site, the light-induced
signal is propagated via conformational changes across the BLUF protein. Two
highly conserved residues located in the fifth 𝛽 strand, Met and Trp, have been identified as key components in the signal transduction mechanism (see Fig. 8.2). In the
PixD protein, replacing the conserved Met with Ala does not hinder the FAD-GlnTyr hydrogen-bonding change, but prevents further conformational changes toward
the C-terminal helices, as well as the usual regulation of phototaxis in Synechocystis
cyanobacteria [28]. Similarly, mutating Trp to Ala in the AppA protein also abolishes conformational changes in the 𝛽 strand [29], as well as the light-responsive
photosynthetic gene expression in Rhodobacter sphaeroides [30]. Interestingly, replacing Trp for Ala in PixD does not have significant effects on the conformational
switch, or in the downstream phototaxis [28]; indicating that the roles of Met and
Trp change depending on the BLUF domain. Recent Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) measurements indicate that, in AppA, the Trp is rigidly hydrogenbonded near the FAD in the light state, and flexible and pointing away from the
FAD in the dark state [31]. Based on X-ray crystallography, such Trpin /Metout [15]
(light) and Trpout /Metin [32] (dark) conformations had already been proposed for
the AppA protein. Computational studies have also been dedicated to elucidate the
Trp/Met switching mechanism in AppA [24, 33]. In contrast, the Trp/Met switch
does not occur in other BLUF domains, such as BlrB, where Trp faces outward in
both states [21]. These mechanistic variations between BLUF domains might hold
the key to understanding their wide span of dark-state recovery times.
The experimentally and computationally validated structures enable the inves-
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Figure 8.2: AppA BLUF protein in the light state, with the Gln in imide-ZZ form and the
Trpin /Metout conformation; and in the dark state, with the Gln rotated in amide form and the
Trpout /Metin conformation. Structures are taken from MM simulations of the 1YRX [15] and
2IYG [32] PDB structures, respectively. In the BlrB protein, the transition to the dark state also
involves Gln rotation and tautomerization, while remaining in the Trpout /Metin conformation [21].
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tigation of light-to-dark pathways, whose mechanistic details can explain the differences in recovery rates across BLUF domains. Hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations [34–36] are especially well-suited to treat the
deactivation process in BLUF photoreceptors. The vicinity of the FAD, where the
proton transfers occur, is described at the more accurate—but costly—QM level,
i.e. with density functional theory (DFT); while the surrounding protein and solvent
environment is simulated at the more affordable MM level, i.e. with a force field.
Most of the previous computational studies about specific steps of the BLUF photoactivation involve QM/MM calculations [16–19, 21, 24, 26, 33], and some studies
have focused on the effect of the selected QM/MM parameters [37–39]. Shortly
after the first FTIR spectroscopy and QM simulation confirmation of the Gln tautomerization and rotation [20], Khrenova and coworkers proposed a mechanism for
the dark-state recovery in the BlrB BLUF domain [40]. The mechanism involves
a nearby conserved protonated His and is comprised of the following steps (see
Fig. 8.3): 1) concerted proton transfers from the nearby conserved protonated His
to the Tyr, and from the Tyr to the nitrogen of the Gln; 2) ∼ 180° rotation of the
O-H hydroxyl group of the Gln, which breaks the hydrogen bond with the C4 O
carbonyl of the FAD; 3) ∼ 180° rotation of the Gln; and 4) concerted proton transfer
from the oxygen of the Gln to the Tyr, and from the Tyr to the nearby His, which
complete the imide-to-amide tautomerization of the Gln. The Met on the fifth 𝛽
strand remains within the active site throughout the transition, as suggested by
experiments [21]. Using hybrid QM/MM calculations, Khrenova and colleagues obtained potential-energy profiles for the recovery of the BlrB protein and its Tyr93F
mutant, in which the conserved Tyr is mono-fluorinated. The BlrB potential-energy
profile—with barriers of 13.2 and 14.6 kcal/mol for steps 2) and 3), respectively—
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implicated a recovery time of 0.4 s, close to the 2 s reported experimentally [7].
Fluorination of the conserved Tyr, which lowers its p𝐾a , increased the potentialenergy barriers by ∼ 4 kcal/mol, corresponding to a theoretical recovery time of
4.8 s. The lengthened recovery time predicted for the BlrB Tyr93F mutant agreed
qualitatively with reported experiments for the PixD BLUF protein [6]. More recent experiments suggest that the trend might be opposite, with a recovery time
of 26 s for the PixD wild type and 4.5 s for its Tyr93F mutant [9]. However, such
a difference in the rate would amount to a change of ∼ 1 kcal/mol in the calculated barrier, which lies arguably beyond the accuracy limit of this sort of QM/MM
energy calculations [41].
Here, we investigate the dark-state recovery of the BlrB and the AppA proteins.
Given the current consensus on the Gln rotation and tautomerization [20, 21], we
initially assume a mechanism similar to the one proposed by Khrenova and collaborators for the BlrB protein [40]. For the AppA protein, we consider the Tyr—rather
than a protonated His—as the first proton donor. This consideration follows experimental measurements showing that AppA has a much greater sensitivity to
Tyr triple-fluorination; decreasing its recovery time 4000-fold [8]. Additionally,
for AppA, we take into account the switch from the Trpin /Metout (light) to the
Trpout /Metin (dark) conformation [31]. We present simulations at the QM/MM
level for the hydrogen-bond rearrangement near the chromophore, for both BlrB
and AppA, and at the MM level for the Trp/Met switching in AppA. Moreover,
rather than obtaining potential-energy profiles along energy-minimized intermediate states, we perform both QM/MM-based molecular dynamics (MD) to validate
our mechanistic pathways and calculate free-energy profiles. This task, which is
particularly expensive for QM/MM MD, becomes feasible thanks to our in-house
developed path-based free-energy methods [42–45]. By sampling along an adaptive
light-to-dark path in the space of key transition descriptors, i.e. collective variables
(CVs), we eﬀiciently calculate a free-energy profile. For our QM/MM simulations of
the change in hydrogen-bonding within the active site, we use CVs inspired by the
currently accepted mechanism, and we render free-energy profiles for the AppA and
BlrB proteins, which we compare with previous work and experimental recovery
rates [7–9]. For the MM simulations of the Trp/Met conformational change around
the fifth 𝛽 strand of AppA, we employ our automated framework to find CVs based
on stable-state data [46]—which integrates several well-known CV-discovery algorithms [47–50]—and perform path-steered MD.

8.2. Simulation protocol
8.2.1. Molecular mechanics
System preparation is done using GROMACS 2018.8 [51, 52]. For BlrB, we start
with the X-ray structure 2BYC (chain A) [53] from the Protein Data Bank [54].
Same as in [40], we consider Lys and Arg residues to be positively charged, and
Glu and Asp residues to be negatively charged. Since His73 is considered to be the
first proton donor, we rotate it and protonate it at both nitrogen atoms in order to
facilitate a proton transfer to Tyr9, as done in [40]. All other residues are protonated
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according to default GROMACS protocols. The Gln is in amide form—for which
force-field parameters are readily available—with its oxygen pointing toward the
Tyr, which corresponds to the dark state. The system is centered in a cubic box
with a distance of 1 nm between the protein and the edge of the box. The protein
is modeled with the CHARMM36 force field [55]. A flavin mononucleotide (FMN),
which substitutes the FAD, is modelled with parameters from [56]. We solvate the
system in TIP3P water [57] and then neutralize the charge by adding 150 mM NaCl
[33]. The system is then energy-minimized. We use the canonical sampling via
velocity rescaling (CSVR) thermostat [58]—set at 300 K with a time constant of 0.1
ps—and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat [59]—set at 1 bar with a time constant of
1 ps. The LINCS algorithm [60] was used to constrain bonds involving hydrogen
atoms. With a step of 2 fs, we perform 100 ns of equilibration.
For AppA, we start with the PDB X-ray structure 1YRX (chain A) [15], which
has the Trpin /Metout conformation assigned to the light state. The Gln is also in
the light-state orientation, i.e. with its oxygen pointing toward the C4 O carbonyl
of the FAD, but it is in amide form, due to force-field parameter availability. We
consider all His residues protonated only at their N𝜀 atoms; including the His85
near the FMN, since Tyr21 is now considered the first proton donor. The rest of
the preparation is done in the same manner as for BlrB.

8.2.2. Quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics

8

We start from the final structures from the force-field MD equilibration runs described above. We run QM/MM MD using CP2K [61, 62]. For BlrB, following the
example of Khrenova and coworkers [40], we include in the QM zone the residues
Tyr9, Ser11, Asn33, Gln51, His73, Met94 and the FMN, which have a total of
92 atoms. The QM box size is of 25 × 25 × 25 Å. We use the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional [63]—which has a very favorable
accuracy versus computational cost performance—together with Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction [64]. We use Goedecker-Teter-Hutter (GTH) pseudopotentials
[65, 66] to represent valence-core interactions, and a double-zeta valence with polarization (DZVP-GTH-PBE) basis set with a plane wave cutoff of 400 Ry. All
QM residues are capped by hydrogen atoms, saturating the C𝛼 with a radius of 1.4
Å and a force scaling factor of 1.5. The QM region is embedded electrostatically
inside the MM environment, which is handled with the same force fields as in the
MM protocol. After a geometry optimization, we equilibrate for 5 ps with a time
step of 0.5 fs. We use the CSVR thermostat [58] set at 300 K with a time constant
of 0.5 ps, and with a thermal region for the QM atoms. The time evolution of the
root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the QM atom positions plateaus at ∼1 Å
after 2 ps; and the energy drift is <0.4 K/ps per atom; indicating a stable setup.
A smaller QM zone was tested—only with Tyr9, Gln51, His73 and the FMN—but
dismissed after noticing lesser stability, i.e. the RMSD time evolution not stabilizing
after 5 ps and an energy drift of ∼0.6 K/ps per atom. After the dark-state is equilibrated, we use path-steered MD—with parameters similar to the ones described
in the next section—to rotate and tautomerize the Gln. Then, we re-equilibrate at
the light-state.

8.2. Simulation protocol
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For the AppA protein, we repeat a similar protocol, including in the QM zone the
residues Tyr21, Ser23, Asn45, Gln63, His85, Trp104 and the FMN, which account
for a total of 98 atoms. We use the same QM/MM parameters as for BlrB. We
manually change the Gln to the ZZ-imide form, before equilibrating in the light
state. To obtain the dark state structure, we again use path-steered MD with
settings similar to the ones described below, and then re-equilibrate.

8.2.3. Path-constrained molecular dynamics
Molecular transitions that require crossing over a free-energy barrier, such as chemical reactions or conformational changes, are typically rare events in the timescales
accessible to MD simulations; specially at higher levels of theory like QM/MM.
Standard free-energy methods, such as constrained MD, steered MD or metadynamics, can sample these rare events by exerting a biasing potential on a small set
of CVs and return an insightful free-energy surface. However, the convergence time
of these calculations suffers from exponential scaling with respect to the number of
CVs; meaning that complex transitions that involve many CVs are often unfeasible.
Here, we employ the path-based methodology described in Chapter 2, that was first
introduced in [42]. In short, rather than sampling the entire CV-space, we sample
the one-dimensional progress component, 𝑠, along an adaptive path connecting two
known stable states. Most standard free-energy methods—such as constrained MD
[67, 68] or steered MD [69, 70]—can be directly used along the path, and provide
valuable mechanistic details, as done in Chapter 6 [44].
For the BlrB BLUF protein, we use eight CVs to describe the tautomerization
and rotation of the Gln (see Fig. 8.3):
• 𝑐Tyr-H1 : coordination number1 of the Tyr O with the proton H12 .
• 𝑐His-H1 : coordination number of the His N𝜀 with the proton H1.
• 𝑐Gln-H2 : coordination number of the Gln N𝜀 with the proton H2.
• 𝑐Tyr-H2 : coordination number of the Tyr O with the proton H2.
• 𝑡O-H : dihedral angle formed by the C𝛾 -C𝛿 -O𝜀 -H3. This angle is shifted by
+5.5 rad in order to capture the desired direction of rotation, i.e. with the
O-H pointing toward the FMN at the mid-rotation.
• 𝑡Gln : pseudo-dihedral angle formed by: the axis between the C𝛾 and the C𝛿 of
Gln; the first vector from the C𝛼 of the previous residue of Gln to C𝛼 of the
following residue; and the second vector from the N𝜀 to the O𝜀 of Gln. The
direction of rotation is such that the Gln O points toward the FMN at the
mid-rotation.
• 𝑐Tyr-H3 : coordination number of the Tyr O with the proton H3.
1 Coordination

numbers are calculated as 𝑐𝑖𝑗 = [1 − (𝑟𝑖𝑗 /𝑟0 )6 ]/[1 − (𝑟𝑖𝑗 /𝑟0 )12 ], where 𝑟𝑖𝑗 is the
distance between the two atoms involved and 𝑟0 = 1.5 Å.
2 We label protons based on their positions in the light state (see Fig. 8.3): H1 is the proton of
the His N𝜀 , H2 is the proton of the Tyr O, and H3 is the proton of the Gln O𝜀 .
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• 𝑐Gln-H3 : coordination number of the Gln O𝜀 with the proton H3.

8

The initial and final points of the light-to-dark path are based on the average
values of the CVs at each of the stable states (see Table 8.1). We normalize the CVs
such that their values are 1 at the light state, and 0 at the dark state3 . The path
has 20 nodes, with 10 extra trailing nodes at the beginning and at the end. The
light state corresponds to path progress component 𝑠 = 1.0, and the dark state to
𝑠 = 0.0. We shape the path in four steps, of ∼5 nodes each, according to the steps
proposed by Khrenova and coworkers [40]. The eight CVs decrease from 1 to 0 on
the following order: First, 𝑐Tyr-H1 , 𝑐His-H1 , 𝑐Gln-H2 and 𝑐Tyr-H2 ; second, 𝑡O-H ; third,
𝑡Gln ; and fourth, 𝑐Tyr-H3 and 𝑐Gln-H3 , while 𝑐Tyr-H1 and 𝑐His-H1 increase again from
0 to 1. Given the high computational cost of QM/MM MD, and the fact a proposed
mechanism is already available, we do not adapt the path on the fly as done in other
chapters. Instead, we allow the sampling to moderately deviate from the assumed
pathway. We do this by setting a “tube” potential—i.e. a harmonic restraint on the
distance component from the path, 𝑧—with an offset of 0.5 normalized units, and
a force constant of 1,000 kcal/mol. This implies that the sampling of the transition
may drift up to 0.5 units from the path in the normalized CV-space.
To obtain free-energy profiles, we perform path-constrained MD, with samples
from 𝑠 = 0.0 to 𝑠 = 1.0, every 0.05 path progress units. We use stiff harmonic
restraints, with a force constant of 100,000 kcal/mol. The large value of the force
constant is due to the normalization of the path progress, on top of the normalization
of the CVs. The samples are moved to the desired positions via path-steered MD,
starting from 𝑠 = 1.0, with a speed of 2.0 path progress units per ps. The sample
at 𝑠 = 1.0 is steered from 𝑠 = 0.0, to verify the reversibility of the transition. After
being steered to their respective positions, we let the systems equilibrate for at least
0.5 ps before recording forces for 1 ps. For the samples between 𝑠 = 0.35 to 𝑠 = 0.55,
which involve the slow rotation of the Gln, we double the equilibration and sampling
time. Finally, we obtain free-energy profiles via numerical integration of the average
forces, and cubic spline interpolation.
Some restraints are included in the simulations, all with force constants of 100
kcal mol−1 Å−2 . The distance between the Tyr O and the second proton of the
Gln N𝜀 in the dark-state is restrained to be larger than 2.5 Å to prevent proton
transfer. The distance between the Tyr O and the Gln C𝛿 is restrained to be larger
than 2.5 Å to avoid a reaction with the mid-rotated Gln. The distance between the
His N𝜀 and the Tyr O is restrained at 2.8 Å to ensure its favorable position for the
first concerted proton transfer. The tendency of the His flipping out of the active
site and into the solvent, greater in MM than in QM/MM MD, has previously been
observed in [40].
For the AppA BLUF protein we repeat the same protocol, with a few adjustments. Because we do not consider a proton transfer from the His (see Fig. 8.3), the
CVs 𝑐Tyr-H1 and 𝑐His-H1 , as well as the restraint between the His N𝜀 and the Tyr O,
are not used . To prevent proton transfer back to the Tyr during the O-H and Gln
3 The

CV normalization is done with 𝑥norm = (𝑥 − 𝑥dark )/(𝑥light − 𝑥dark ), where 𝑥 is the corresponding CV.
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Table 8.1: Average values of the eight CVs during the QM/MM light- and dark-state 5 ps equilibrations of the BlrB BLUF protein.

state / CV
Light
Dark

𝑐Tyr-H1
0.3
0.3

𝑐His-H1
0.9
0.9

𝑐Gln-H2
0.3
0.9

𝑐Tyr-H2
0.9
0.0

𝑡O-H
-2.2
1.2

𝑡Gln
2.5
-1.8

𝑐Tyr-H3
0.0
0.9

𝑐Gln-H3
0.9
0.3

rotation steps, the offset of the tube potential is decreased to 0.3 normalized units.
For the samples at 𝑠 = 0.65, 𝑠 = 0.60 and 𝑠 = 0.45 the offset had to be further
decreased to 0.2 normalized units; and for the sample at 𝑠 = 0.35, to 0.1 normalized
units. The sample at 𝑠 = 0.7 is the only one with an offset of 0.5 normalized units.

8.3. Results and discussion
8.3.1. Light- and dark-state structures
In Table 8.2 we show the hydrogen-bond occupancies for the BlrB and AppA BLUF
proteins, as measured during the QM/MM MD simulations in the light and dark
states. The hydrogen bonds are illustrated with dashed lines in Fig. 8.3. In general,
we observe good agreement with the currently accepted structures [20, 21] and with
previous QM/MM simulations [22].
In the light state of both proteins, the Gln O𝜀 makes a persistent hydrogen bond
with the O4 of the FMN; agreeing with previous spectroscopic analyses [12]. The
Gln O𝜀 -FMN O4 hydrogen bond appears to be stronger in AppA (100% occupancy)
than in BlrB (78%). The second Gln-to-FMN hydrogen bond, which involves the
N𝜀 and N5 atoms, is much more persistent in AppA (72%) than in BlrB (4%).
Moreover, the interaction of the Gln O𝜀 with Trp in AppA (84%) is much stronger
than with the Met in BlrB (3%) These stable-state trends already show consistency
with the longer recovery time in the AppA protein, where it is likely more diﬀicult
to break the hydrogen bonds of the Gln with the FMN and the Trp. Both proteins
have persistent hydrogen-bonding between the Gln N𝜀 and Tyr O.
In the dark state, we also see some differences between the two BLUF proteins.
The Gln N𝜀 of BlrB makes hydrogen bonds with both the FMN N5 (48%) and
Table 8.2: Hydrogen-bond occupancies during the QM/MM MD equilibrations of the BlrB and
AppA BLUF proteins in the light and dark states. A hydrogen bond is considered formed if the
donor-acceptor distance is <3.2 Å. We evaluate the distances every 50 fs for the 5 ps trajectories.

H-bond
Gln O𝜀 -FMN O4
Gln N𝜀 -FMN N5
Gln O𝜀 -Met S/Trp N
Gln N𝜀 -Tyr O
Gln N𝜀 -FMN O4
Gln N𝜀 -Met S/Trp N
Gln O𝜀 -Tyr O

BlrB Light
78%
4%
3%
93%
0%
0%
0%

BlrB Dark
0%
48%
0%
0%
65%
0%
100%

AppA Light
100%
72%
84%
100%
0%
0%
0%

AppA Dark
3%
12%
0%
0%
91%
7%
94%
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the FMN O4 (65%). On the other hand the Gln N𝜀 of AppA is significantly more
hydrogen-bonded to the FMN O4 (91%) than to the FMN N5 (12%). This is due to
differences in the alignment of the ZZ-imide Gln. In both proteins, the interaction
of the Gln N𝜀 with either the Trp or the Met is very weak. The hydrogen-bonding
of the Gln O𝜀 with the Tyr O is persistent in both proteins.

8.3.2. Glutamine tautomerization and rotation

8

In Fig. 8.4 we show free-energy profiles for the light-to-dark hydrogen-bond change
resolved with QM/MM-based path-constrained MD. For the BlrB protein, the first
barrier—from 𝑠 ≈ 1.0 to 𝑠 ≈ 0.7—corresponds to the first concerted proton transfers
from the His to the Tyr, and from the Tyr to the Gln. The second barrier, 𝑠 ≈ 0.7 to
𝑠 ≈ 0.5, tracks the O-H rotation, while the third barrier, 𝑠 ≈ 0.5 to 𝑠 ≈ 0.3, does so
for the Gln rotation. Finally, the last barrier—from 𝑠 ≈ 0.3 to 𝑠 ≈ 0.0—represents
the concerted proton transfers from the Gln to the Tyr, and from the Tyr to the
His (see Fig. 8.3).
Our result for the BlrB protein is consistent with the previously published
potential-energy profile [40], especially regarding the O-H rotation and Gln rotation barriers. The Gln rotation is the rate-determining step, for which we calculate
a barrier of 14.6 kcal/mol, in perfect agreement with the previous result. The experimental recovery time of 2 s [7] implies a rate-determining barrier of ∼18 kcal/mol
4
. The mismatch of ∼3.4 kcal/mol between the calculations and the experiments
could be attributed to the size of the QM region, or other QM and MM parameters.
Continuing our comparison to the potential-energy calculation, we calculate a much
higher barrier (13.6 kcal/mol) for the first proton transfers than previously reported
(2.2 kcal/mol). The increased barrier might be due to the assumption that the
His-to-Tyr and Tyr-to-Gln proton transfers are concerted, which comes from the
single transition state reported in [40]. In Fig. 8.A.1—which shows the sampling
projected on each CV—we observe that, during the first proton transfers, 𝑐His-H1
and 𝑐Tyr-H2 deviate from the path by an amount close to the limit of 0.5 normalized
units; indicating that the proton transfers might indeed occur in a stepwise manner.
We also record a positive free-energy difference (8.0 kcal/mol) for the first proton
transfers, opposite to the previous potential-energy study (-2.1 kcal/mol); pointing
to less likely excursions to the first intermediate. The disagreement might also be
due to differences in the models, such as the choice for the DFT exchange-correlation
functional, which is PBE in this work versus PBE0 in the former work.
To analyze the mechanism, in Fig. 8.A.1 we show the path and the sampling
projected onto each of the eight CVs. For most cases, the sampling remains close
to the path. As mentioned before, the largest deviations from the path occur for
the concerted proton transfers. While it is common that the coordination numbers
of the acceptors change before those of the donors, the deviations indicate that the
His-to-Tyr and Tyr-to-Gln proton transfers might be more favored when occurring
in a stepwise manner. The coordination number 𝑐Gln-H3 shows deviations in the
range from 𝑠 = 0.7 to 𝑠 = 0.5, which are caused by the FMN C4 O attracting
4 Assuming

a free energy barrier Δ𝐹 ∗ = 𝑁A 𝑘B 𝑇 ln[(𝑘ℎ)/(𝑘B 𝑇 )], with the Avogadro constant 𝑁A ,
Boltzmann constant 𝑘B , Planck constant ℎ, rate constant 𝑘 and temperature 𝑇 .
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the proton during the rotation of the O-H group. Also, the torsion 𝑡O-H shows
deviations near the dark state, which we observe in the corresponding equilibration
as well, because the proton is transferred to the Tyr and no longer forms part of the
O-H group.
In Fig. 8.4, we also show a free-energy profile for the recovery of the AppA BLUF
protein. The free energy of the Tyr-to-Gln proton transfer, taking place from 𝑠 ≈ 1.0
to 𝑠 ≈ 0.7, is raised by almost 25 kcal/mol due to the lack of a proton donor for the
Tyr. Moreover, the first and third intermediate states (IS-1 and IS-3), as shown in
Fig. 8.3, do not show any metastability. The free-energy profile strongly suggests
that the AppA protein, like BlrB, requires a residue to donate a proton to the Tyr.
To explain the difference in recovery times—from 2 s in BlrB to ∼25 min in AppA—
we propose the role of the Trpin /Metout conformation. To compare the free-energy
profiles of both proteins in Fig. 8.4, we assume that the Tyr deprotonation does not
affect the AppA free-energy calculation beyond the range from 𝑠 ≈ 1.0 to 𝑠 ≈ 0.7. In
BlrB, starting from the top of the second barrier (12.3 kcal/mol), which corresponds
to the O-H rotation, the second intermediate state (IS-2) implies a lowering of 11.6
kcal/mol in free energy. In AppA, IS-2 is only 6.1 kcal/mol lower than the peak
of second barrier. This increased metastability of IS-2 in BlrB is likely caused by
the hydrogen bond of the Gln O-H group with the Met (98% occupancy), which is
replaced by the Trp in AppA. Moreover, the third barrier is only 2.3 kcal/mol higher
than the second barrier in BlrB, while in AppA it is 4.0 kcal/mol higher; indicating
that the Trp hinders Gln rotation; agreeing with the stronger hydrogen-bonding of
the light-state Gln O𝜀 (84%) shown in Table 8.1. Under the reasonable assumption
that introducing a protonated His in AppA would level the two-free energy profiles
at the top of the second barrier, then the barrier of the rate limiting step—i.e. the
Gln rotation—of AppA would be of ∼16.3 kcal/mol. While this number is still lower
than the ∼22 kcal/mol that might be expected from the ∼25 min recovery time of
AppA, this would mean that both free-energy calculations underestimate the barrier
by a similar factor: 0.8 in BlrB and 0.7 in AppA.
The mechanistic details of the AppA recovery, shown in Fig. 8.A.2, are similar to
those of BlrB. Again, the coordination numbers deviate slightly for the path, with
the proton acceptors changing before the donors. Same as in BlrB, the coordination
number 𝑐Gln-H3 fluctuates from 𝑠 = 0.7 to 𝑠 = 0.5, because the C4 O hinders the
rotation of the O-H group, and the torsion 𝑡O-H shows fluctuations near the dark
state, also seen in the equilibration. The coordination number 𝑐Tyr-H2 shows larger
fluctuations than in BlrB from 𝑠 = 0.7 to 𝑠 = 0.4, because the deprotonated Tyr is
still interacting with the proton at the Gln C𝜀 .

8.4. Conclusion
For the first time, dynamics and free-energy calculations where performed of the Gln
tautomerization and rotation associated with the deactivation of BLUF photoreceptors. In a QM/MM MD setup, we corroborate the stability of the currently accepted
light- and dark-state structures in two different BLUF proteins: BlrB and AppA.
We also confirm the BlrB dark-state recovery mechanism proposed by Khrenova
and coworkers [40] via path-steered and -constrained MD; obtaining a remarkable
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agreement in the energy barriers. Said mechanism involves several steps—i.e. proton transfers between a protonated His, a conserved Tyr and the Gln, as well as
rotations of the Gln—whose handling is streamlined in path-based calculations.
Aided by the eﬀiciency of path-based calculations, we also obtain a free-energy
profile for the dark-state recovery of the AppA protein. Based on the reported
high sensitivity to Tyr-fluorination of this protein, we consider its Tyr as a first
proton donor, rather than the protonated His considered in BlrB. However, our
calculated free-energy profile strongly points that the AppA protein, same as BlrB,
must have an initial proton donor different from the Tyr. We propose, based on our
free-energy profiles, that the ∼750-fold longer recovery time of AppA with respect
to BlrB is due to the Trpin /Metout conformation of the former. The respective
interactions of the Met or Trp modulate the barrier for the Gln rotation, i.e. the
rate-determining step of the recovery. In AppA, it has already been observed that
the Trp flips from inside to outside of the active site as the protein recovers the dark
state. In Appendix 8.A, we further investigate the Trp/Met switch at the MM level
of theory with CV-discovery tools and path-based enhanced sampling. The exact
concertedness of the Trp/Met switch with the Gln tautomerization and rotation
might determine the exact recovery rate. Larger, or adaptive QM regions may help
including the Trp/Met conformational change in the same simulation as the Gln
rotation and tautomerization.
Our scheme for QM/MM path-based sampling enables future calculations in
BLUF proteins or similar systems undergoing intricate hydrogen-bond rearrangements. This includes a calculation of the AppA dark-state recovery with a protonated His, as well as fluorinated Tyr mutants, which can be compared to experiments. Robust multiscale schemes and sampling methods hold the key to further
understand the variations of signaling times across BLUF proteins, and to predict
directed mutations to control their behavior in optogenetic or biosensor applications.

8

8.A. Appendix
8.A.1. Path-constrained molecular dynamics sampling
Fig. 8.A.1 and Fig. 8.A.2 show the path-constrained MD sampling of the darkstate recovery mechanism in the BlrB and the AppA BLUF proteins, respectively.
The sampling remains mostly close to the path for both cases. The deviations are
discussed in the main text.

8.A.2. Tryptophan and methionine switching
To select CVs for the conformational change from the Trpin /Metout to the
Trpout /Metin conformation in the AppA protein, we employ the framework for discovery of stable-state-based CVs (DiSSCoVa). The scheme—which is discussed in
further detail in [46]—consists of the following steps:
1. Obtain trajectory data for two stable states.
2. Extract all features, e.g. interatomic distances, angles and dihedrals, from both
trajectories.
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Figure 8.A.1: Path-constrained MD sampling projected onto each of the eight CVs and the path
progress, 𝑠, during the calculation for the dark-state recovery of the BlrB BLUF protein.
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Figure 8.A.2: Path-constrained MD sampling projected onto each of the six CVs and the path
progress, 𝑠, during the calculation for the dark-state recovery of the AppA BLUF protein.
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3. Normalize all features with respect to a unique reference for every feature
type, e.g. divide all distances by the largest recorded distance, and express all
angles by their normalized cosine.
4. Remove features with low variance, e.g. constrained bonds.
5. Use harmonic linear discriminant analysis (HLDA) [47] to score features according to how well-separated are their distributions between the two states.
6. Use maximal information coeﬀicients (MICs) [48] to score the pairwise redundancy of features in both states.
7. From the most redundant feature pairs, chose only the slowest feature according to time-lagged independent component analysis (TICA) [49, 50] in both
states.
8. Optionally, coarse-grain related features.
For the Trpin /Metout and Trpout /Metin conformations, we use the 1YRX [15]
and 2IYG [32] PDB structures, respectively (see Fig. 8.2); including residues 17 to
121 and the FMN. Both systems are prepared using the same protocol as in the main
text, before running 100 ns simulations. For our DiSSCoVa framework, we consider
all heavy-atom dihedrals (1,333), all heavy-atom angles (1,142) and only distances
between C𝛼 atoms (5,460), for a total of 7,935 features. We remove the bottom 1%
of the features with the smallest variance. This reduces the total number of features
to 4,149. Since HLDA struggles to handle the thousands of features simultaneously,
we perform a bagged analysis. For each feature type, we evaluate 200 bags of 20
randomly selected features at a time. We rank all the features based on their average
HLDA score, and keep only the top 1.4%. This reduces the total number of features
to 60. Then, we measure redundancy based on a pairwise MIC between all features.
We assume that every pair of features with a MIC score of 0.1 or higher is redundant.
For each redundant pair, we keep only the feature that is slowest, according to TICA.
The filtering criteria are based on the analysis protocol presented in [46]. Our final
CV set contains 30 features, which are listed in Table 8.A.3.
A set of 30 CVs would normally be extremely hard to handle, but a path-CV
simplifies the task. We perform path-steered MD on a path with 100 nodes in the 30dimensional CV-space. The initial and the final nodes of the path are defined based
on the average values of each feature at the two stable states. We steer the system
from the Trpin /Metout to the Trpout /Metin conformation using a harmonic restraint
with a force constant of 5000 kcal/mol per normalized path unit. The steering from
𝑠 = 0.0 to 𝑠 = 1.0 is done in 0.5 ns, and the path is updated every 1 ps. We also
use a tube potential with a force constant of 100 kcal/mol per normalized path unit
at 𝑧 = 0. In Fig. 8.A.3 we show snapshots of the transition, which successfully
switches the positions of Trp and Met. Note that the Gln remains in amide form in
this MM calculation. The 30 CVs are highlighted in green. Most of the CVs describe
motions occurring near the fifth 𝛽 strand, but some are further away. This indicates
that the selection can likely be refined. We defer a free-energy calculation of this
conformational change—which has been previously investigated in [33]—to future
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work. This preliminary simulation of the Trp/Met conformational change shows
that our CV selection framework, combined with path-based sampling, provides a
promising route to elucidate the mechanistic details of the signal propagation from
the local Gln rotation and hydrogen-bond rearrangement at the chromophore site
to the protein exterior.
Trpin/Metout

0.0 ns

Trpout/Metin

0.25 ns

0.5 ns

Figure 8.A.3: Snapshots of the path-steered MD run from the Trpin /Metout to the Trpout /Metin
conformation. The CVs selected by DiSSCoVa are highlighted in green.
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Table 8.A.3: CVs selected by DiSSCoVa for the Trpin /Metout and Trpout /Metin conformational
change in AppA BLUF.

CV
𝑧1
𝑧2
𝑧3
𝑧4
𝑧5
𝑧6
𝑧7
𝑧8
𝑧9
𝑧10
𝑧11
𝑧12
𝑧13
𝑧14
𝑧15
𝑧16
𝑧17
𝑧18
𝑧19
𝑧20
𝑧21
𝑧22
𝑧23
𝑧24
𝑧25
𝑧26
𝑧27
𝑧28
𝑧29
𝑧30

type
Torsion
Distance
Angle
Distance
Distance
Distance
Torsion
Angle
Angle
Torsion
Torsion
Torsion
Distance
Torsion
Distance
Torsion
Torsion
Distance
Torsion
Angle
Angle
Angle
Angle
Torsion
Angle
Angle
Torsion
Torsion
Torsion
Torsion

atom 1
105HIS N
52GLY CA
103GLY CA
54LEU CA
51THR CA
45ASN CA
88VAL CG2
92ALA N
104TRP CB
18SER N
81ARG CB
30THR CG2
104TRP CA
103GLY N
55PHE CA
44HIS CG
91LEU C
55PHE CA
100ARG CB
47ARG NE
93GLU N
47ARG NE
102ALA N
100ARG CA
22ARG NE
22ARG NE
22ARG CD
47ARG CD
108LEU N
104TRP N

atom 2
105HIS CA
106MET CA
103GLY C
109SER CA
108LEU CA
105HIS CA
88VAL CB
92ALA CA
104TRP CA
18SER CA
81ARG CG
30THR CB
106MET CA
103GLY CA
107GLN CA
44HIS CB
92ALA N
105HIS CA
100ARG CG
47ARG CZ
93GLU CA
47ARG CZ
102ALA CA
100ARG CB
22ARG CZ
22ARG CZ
22ARG NE
47ARG NE
108LEU CA
104TRP CA

atom 3
105HIS C

atom 4
106MET N

88VAL CA
92ALA C
104TRP C
18SER CB
81ARG CD
30THR CA

88VAL C

103GLY C

104TRP N

44HIS CA
92ALA CA

44HIS C
92ALA CB

100ARG CD
47ARG NH1

100ARG NE

100ARG CG
22ARG NH2
22ARG NH1
22ARG CZ
47ARG CZ
108LEU CB
104TRP CB

100ARG CD

18SER OG
81ARG NE
30THR C

22ARG NH2
47ARG NH2
108LEU CG
104TRP CG
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